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About This Game

QP Shooting - Dangerous!! is a bullet hell type shoot’em’up starring the pudding-loving dog girl QP seen in 100% Orange Juice.
Nothing can stand between QP and her pudding - not even difficulty options to reduce the experienced gamer to tears!

A mysterious nemesis has taken pudding away from the world. Can a lone heroine with a sweet tooth stop their nefarious plans?
It's time to get back your pudding... again!

Features:

5 Stages - meet old friends and new enemies as you progress through five wildly different stages to solve the mystery of
the missing pudding.

4 Difficulty levels - something for every player, from merely challenging to tear-jerking.

3 Play Styles - play with Orthodox, Defensive or Aggressive style, affecting the behavior of your Hyper Mode.

28 Formations to Unlock - earn points to unlock new attack formations for QP. You can load up to 3 different Rbit
formations onto the field, and switch them on the fly.

Arcade and Conquest Mode - Conquest Mode saves your progress and allows you to progress a stage at a time, striving
to do ever better.
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Replays - Save replays of your best victories and most miserable failures to study or share.

Pudding(?)
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At long last, I completed all 5 stages... at easy difficulty... after 10 hours.
Even though I royally suck at bullet hell games, I still keep coming back for more!
I'm slowly getting better and better...
Do it... for the pudding! And for QP!. Fun game xD. W0w, nice game to play with your friends. JK its only single player, Still
fun though.. Well I got this game because I like 100% Orange Juice. I knew going in it was a bullethell, but the thing I didn't like
is how the stages were relatively easy compared to the crazy difficult bosses.. Who doesn't like pudding?. The hardest part about
this game are the visual distractions. Very fun despite that.. I was born with glass bones and paper skin. Every morning I break
my legs, and every afternoon I break my arms. At night, I lie awake in agony until my heart attacks put me to sleep.. Very fun
game. These games tend to look (girly), but they are very good arcade games.. Made me hungry for some pudding.

10/10, would eat pudding again.. I heard that there is a pudding here
but it was stolen,
i'm gonna nep it back
and eat it!

I'm gonna rate this game 5/5
for the gameplay and story,
moeness and Pudding!.
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This is quite literally, bullet hell. You'll be tossed in the middle of a bullet storm and I'm not sure about difficulty levels past
Easy but the lowest setting is hell itself.

That said, this game is worth your time if you're a veteran of the genre. Don't bother if you're a casual like me unless you're
getting this game on a bargain.. It's not Touhou, but it's just as good and maybe better in comparrison. 9.8/10

Might wanna go easy on the easy mode boss though, lol, haven't quite beaten it yet.. too slow for upgrades. Im sorry mom and
dad.. A vertically scrolling shooter with dumb anime story junk shoved in to the levels. I played it for 6 minutes and consider
that to have been 6 minutes too long.
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